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The only textbook written for undergraduates by teachers of the course, this bestseller presents the

most current concepts in an experimental context, conveying the excitement of scientific discovery,

and highlighting important advances while providing unsurpassed pedagogical support for the

first-time learner. The new edition is thoroughly updated, including most notably a new chapter on

innate immunity, a capstone chapter on immune responses in time and space, and many new focus

boxes drawing attention to exciting clinical, evolutionary, or experimental connections that help bring

the material to life. See what's in the LaunchPad
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I have six of the seven editions of the Kuby Immunology. It remains the best text book for budding

immunologists for both undergrad and graduate level. It is especially useful for those of us working

immunologists that find it difficult to keep pace with how rapidly our science is expanding in our level

of understanding immunity. With advancements in molecular biology, we are constantly needing to

review how we understand the immune system. Kuby is no longer just for undergrads. It also caters

nicely for graduates and post-grads as well as it brings in the latest knowledge of immunology in a

concise accessible manner for those of us applied immunologists.



While less impressive as an introductory text than the fifth edition, Kuby Immunology is still an

excellent textbook on the subject, and the seventh edition adds some essential updates (particularly

regarding Th17, etc.).It would behoove the authors to attempt, as closely as possible, to replicate

both the flow and layout of earlier editions, which were more logical, easier to follow, and tended to

group concepts together better.Were this to occur properly, Kuby would once again be the definitive

introductory text on the subject. As it stands, it is one of many.It is also usuriously expensive for a

softcover textbook. Pricing a softcover text of this length >$100 is inexcusable gouging on the part

of the publisher.

This is still a great textbook.I used a much earlier edition of this text as an undergrad and it really

helped me understand the basic science behind the complexities of the immune system. The 7th

edition substantially changes the approach but it is still written by people that teach undergrad

immunology and understand the concerns of students just beginning to learn this complex subject

matter.This edition adds much to the older version that I learned used doing especially well with the

introduction of the microbiome and new regulatory cell types and tolerance.

I ordered the eBook. It is a good replica of the book. It is a little hard to navigate, however. As for the

original book, I really like it! It goes into the right amount of depth of a fascinating subject. The

diagrams are consistent and very helpful for studying. I especially liked the signaling diagrams. They

aren't too cluttered and the book doesn't have too much to memorize (at least if you consider the

fact that it is a textbook for one of the hardest classes).

Great, paperback reference. Both Kuby and Janeway are amazing resources to have on your shelf

for immunology. I had a teacher use Janeway, and still reference the Kuby constantly. I ended up

buying this book with only 6 weeks left in the semester, because it needed to be on my shelf.

Needed for school on time

White Blood cells YaY!!!

Great text
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